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Even though it is chamfered it is still appears to be the "inside" diameter of the opening.

§2.5.2.4 – The inner diameter of any hole on the mallet head may not exceed 2.25”
(57mm).

My guardians head checks out though!
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Fixcraft's quality has declined so much over the years.

Login or register to post comments

It's fine.

Login or register to post comments

Last tournaments i went in Europe this year were clearly full of scoop moves all around.
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If this was fun at the beginning when it took time and skills to master right it become a game changing and happens way too much in
my opinion. The game looks bit like when ball joint where allowed.

Some of the heads around looks to be too easy to handle for such kind of play. Are we sure we want the game to go this way? Back
in the day the rule was there to avoid euro cheater mallets AND too big open sides, if things have changed in the rules or the way we
understand them then it should be clear.
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good luck advocating a move to a more skillbased game...

did you see more "scoops" or "joints"? can you describe the ones you saw? you don't think they changed the game for the positive?
were there legal defensive countermoves? was there an equal increase in high sticking during the moves and in response to the
moves?
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jason f-off wrote:

good luck advocating a move to a more skillbased game...

Are you delusional?

Login or register to post comments

roustem wrote:

jason f-off wrote:

good luck advocating a move to a more skillbased game...

Are you delusional?

Clearly.
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people are gonna fight against making the game more "difficult"...it's been discussed at length that this game is "hard enough
already".

but am I "delusional"? I'd say yes...why? because I do think eventually polo can become a legit sport. it's just gonna take a lot of
people getting hurt and blatant exploitation of loopholes to change rules and minds in conjunction with vocal critiques.
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The most skilled players are still winning, and will continue to win. Meanwhile, polo is shrinking, and player base is aging on a sport
with a steep learning curve. The path you describe sounds like a lot of fun for like 100 of us, if it is only us.

The sport is plenty skill based and legit.

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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Both, scoop and joint. (both looks easier as you can catch the ball to start your move easily).

-Lots of really quick ball joint stuff to put the ball exactly where you want (mostly between opponent wheels).
-Lots of mid air ball, wich provide more mid air tries to intercept.
-Few move who include ball carrying, never called, and who can finish in high stick moves.

For me it didn't change the game for the positive, as it looks more like a juggle circus stuff mixed with some lacross. Defensive moves
looks bit useless mid air stick move...

Good point i saw was the way the ball was taken out of the boards quickly.
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agreed. the one place I see jointing being positive is collecting the ball of the wall. it speeds up gameplay and helps minimize players
ramming and hopping each other on the wall.
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jason f-off wrote:

were there legal defensive countermoves? was there an equal increase in high sticking during the moves and in
response to the moves?

This is the point. If you asked me there's not really any good legal move to that, which makes head-to-head unbalanced. One time i
was able the punch the mini-lob-ball that i were bein victim but i was highsticking and too dangerous to risk.

I don't mind super skilled player that can do 1-2 times in a games such moves but we have to raise the question about the future. We
were there before with the bj and side-joint and over scooping thing, we solve that by and inner Ø i guess, making such moves doable
but not in a exaggerated was.

Now, everyone should know that i'm part of the 3 peoples making MILK here in Geneva, and we introduced our "scoop" model back in
2013 with the Ø57mm ID in mind. When you setup a maximal Ø it's obvious that the bigger hole have to be taken in consideration,
otherwise it's make no that much sens in our opinion.

So yes my feedback is biased because people complain about our scoop being "too hard to handle" but it's mainly because i play this
game every week and i can give honest feedback about "too much" scoop.

In short, the rule was made for a reason back in the day, maybe the reason is no more true but at least it as to be discussed and
clarified.
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There's a few things at play here:

I agree the "ease" of a particular move needs to be considered when regulating equipment. Another determining factor would be
effectiveness. Are scoops, tosses, etc so effective that they will determine winners/losers in games? If so, and if the equipment makes
it too easy, we should take a look at how the rules can nerf this sort of play to create competitive parity.

However, the rules don't always need to regulate equipment. You can, first and foremost, carefully craft rules about ball handling and
scoring. We've done that. Scoop shots don't count, you can't high stick, you can't carry the ball, you can't ball joint. This means that
regardless of the equipment used, you can't USE the equipment to do anything that will have too an excessive effect on the game.
Mission accomplished.
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The current mallet rules as they stand were written in the fall of 2013 based on Milk and Fixcraft mallet head specs at that time. We
had to consider what players were using and we can't create rules that have an economic impact on an already difficult industry. The
inner part of the hole on both mallet heads is well under 2.25", and the outer edge of the fixcraft bevel is clearly within ~0.05". One
could argue this is well within tolerances and is reasonable within the current rules, and the outer width is still ~2.5" or less. A ball is 2
5/8". This means regardless of the inner bevel, the ball still can't fit inside the mallet head.

Perhaps we can modify the rule to account for the massive bevel, but honestly the products coming out are totally reasonable.

If they make the game too easy, you first address the maneuver, then you address the equipment.
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roustem wrote:

Perhaps we can modify the rule to account for the massive bevel, but honestly the products coming out are totally
reasonable.

If they make the game too easy, you first address the maneuver, then you address the equipment.

Well it's not always true, as you said the maximal ID was setup to get ride of "cheater" equipment (euro side joint, NA cheater hole,
etc).

In tennis i.e. they removed the double stringing, i don't know if alloy baseball bat are still alowed, etc, etc (don't quote me on this).
Well, just to say that sometime gears makes the sport too. I'm not saying that scoop completly kill or break the our game but i'm
saying we should be aware of why we made these rule.

By the way this is how, by the day, we took the rule to make our open side:

https://www.dropbox.com/s/yy203jpfvfcn53z/Capture%20d%27%C3%A9cran%20201...
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at SEQ players were scooping the ball up over each other's heads and then dumping it on the ground...scooping/ice cream coning
from the ground on one side of the player up the body and over the head and then down the body to the other side of the player and
to the ground.

the rules apparently allow this...explanation: they weren't making a play on the ball in the air because they were in control of the ball
starting from below shoulder level. so I'm not sure i'd say that the rules stop scoophighsticking.

possible defensive options against this move are ramming the player hard enough so that they drop the ball, face smashing or head
butting the mallet so the ball comes loose, slashing the mallet out of the air (automatic penalty/advantage/turnover) or lastly turning
into them and pinning them on the boards so that they can't go around you (this being the most viable option but also the most boring
to execute and to watch).

the more high pressure your defense the more likely you are to catch a slingshot to the eye socket...I've caught scoop follow throughs
in the eye socket with and without a cage more than I've been hit any other way...SHIT'S SCARY.
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Scooping above shoulder height is illegal. Our interpretation is that a ball off the ground is airborne, regardless of how it got there.

SE allowed it, but it will be illegal at NAs.
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So taking a shot with the mallet starting above the shoulders is fine, but finishing a scoop with a mallet over the shoulders is illegal?
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Depends

"§9.2.1.1 – Windup and follow through associated with normal shooting motion that
extends above the height of the opponent’s shoulders is not subject to a high sticking
penalty. Wild swings or blind backhanded swings that extend far behind a player are not
considered “normal shooting motion” and will be subject to a high sticking penalty at
the Referee’s discretion according to proximity of other players."
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So just use the same rule for scooping. Windup and follow through associated with normal scooping shouldn't be associated with high
sticking unless the mallet (or ball) physically touches another player. Wild and blind scoops should be penalized because we need to
stop idiots trying to do a scoop in a situation that can be easily solved by tapping the ball.
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Stop hijacking my thread Max!
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CAN'T YOU SEE I'M TRYING TO MAKE SCOOP SHOTS LEGAL ADDISON
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When I talked to Joe about this last year, he said that my over the shoulder move was okay as it was a part of the natural motion
and based on the fact that the contact with the ball should be evaluated at the ground where the ball and mallet first meet.

The topic came up recently in a FB thread, and his interpretation there to a different move is contrary to his prior discussion with me.

Scoop shots aren't coming anytime soon, but scoop maneuvering is a topic that apparently needs to be revisited prior to NAs. I
know I plan to talk and do some demo at the WC prior to NAs with Joe in person to illustrate some points that aren't as well made in
text.

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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People often ask me questions about very specific situations and describe a move in a very specific way. I don't recall this
conversation with you but if I didn't understand, well, I'm human.

Case in point: Hamersly asked me back in February if it was legal to scoop toss a ball to himself and punch it down with his
hand. I said yes. What he actually ended up doing was scooping the ball to himself, grabbing the ball and throwing it behind his
back to his teammate.

Questions are often, often, often loaded. :)
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"Our interpretation..."

Our? Got a mouse in your pocket? ;-)

We already discussed this at length on FB, and Joe and you took that position, I didn't concur based on what the rule was actually
written for: Striking balls flying through the air. The threads are still here on LoBP. I also noted that our use of hockey/lacrosse
analogies when it comes to polo rules are a bit too buffetarian pick-and-choose. Specifically, your interpretation on high-sticking with
respect to scoops wouldn't actually be a foul in hockey or lacrosse unless contact was made with the head or neck. The reply I got
back to that was that we don't require face cages like they do in hockey and lacrosse. If this is really the concern, then mandate face
cages.

You said that I'd need to explain why such a move is needed, and I really don't think I should. It's never been a historical requirement,
and if it was or *should* be, then we should apply it to moves that are far more injury/accident prone like nose pivots. We allow them,
and outline how doing them wrong (dolphin slap) is a penalty. We don't make rules about what people have to wear so other players
can do nose pivots. I've seen some really gruesome injuries from not having both wheels on the ground, but we allow the move, and
put trust in players to control their bikes or else receive a penalty.

Perimeter --> Risk --> Contact --> Rule

The same should apply for bringing a scoop up above the shoulder. No penalty until a player contacts the head or neck.

We just made two major rules that advantage defense in that they limit how a player can move the ball down the court, so why not let
players use these perimeters to come up with creative ways to navigate these new challenges?

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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It's obviously dangerous. Move on.

And yes, if you want to allow a move, which the NAH Head Ref has stated is illegal, you need to justify why you need it. Just like wrist
shots or anything else which is banned.

Something else being more or less dangerous is irrelevant. It's not a contest of the most dangerous move.
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Alias wrote:

"Our interpretation..."

I also noted that our use of hockey/lacrosse analogies when it comes to polo rules are a bit too buffetarian pick-and-
choose. Specifically, your interpretation on high-sticking with respect to scoops wouldn't actually be a foul in hockey or
lacrosse unless contact was made with the head or neck.

Not true at all in regards to that move not being illegal in Hockey. If your stick makes any contact with the puck above shoulder height
the play is called dead (if your team remains in possession) no matter where they are on the ice or how close they are to someones
head.

You can do pretty much the same thing a scoop does with a hockey stick and a puck using centripetal force, and it's not legal if above
the shoulders. Same should be said here.

Login or register to post comments

THAT'S MY TEAMMATE!
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Yes, but it's not called a high-stick, it's called under a different rule yes? The rule called "high-sticking" is written to be about contacting
a head or neck, correct?

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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Alias wrote:

Yes, but it's not called a high-stick, it's called under a different rule yes? The rule called "high-sticking" is written to be
about contacting a head or neck, correct?

They stop the play because the puck was played with a high stick

It's not a "high sticking" penalty, but it is still against the rules - It creates a faceoff in a position more advantageous for the team who
didn't commit the offense, not a minor or major penalty, like a high stick against an individual does (and should in polo, turnover for a
stick to the face doesn't cut it) Obviously the closest thing in polo to this is just a ball turnover, as there are no faceoffs.

Maybe having stick contacting a persons head or body and having it contacting the ball above the shoulders should be in two
different rules for polo as well, but they should definitely both still be in there
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Amen.
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JR when you say: "The inner part of the hole on both mallet heads is well under 2.25""

Are you saying that the rule was written to be understood this way:

Because it looks against common sens, as the inner diameter will simply have no impact at all...

For me it was clear that the rule was written to be enforced this way:
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For me Fig. 2 is the proper way to interpret ID. Otherwise the chamfer could extend outwards without bounds.
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raddison wrote:

For me Fig. 2 is the proper way to interpret ID. Otherwise the chamfer could extend outwards without bounds.
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The OD is also reglemented in the rules with max 2.559".
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Definately fig2 how the rule should be interprested and has been interpreted in the past.
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Fig 1 is how it's been ruled by NAH for the last 18 months.
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This needs to be reassessed. I am happy to provide the calipers.
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Is there any communication about it?
As it seems that figure 1 isn't the way majority of players understand the rule, this kind of reading should have been more clear.

I think this is a major game change, virtually increase the idea of inner diameter to something around 60 or 61 mm, wich is way more
than the original 57mm. This season we see a lot of these kind of play, that are now way easier to do.
Some like it, some don't. Some thinks it should stay hard to handle, some says that as they are fun that's not a problem to make them
easier. Some company understood the rule one way, some in the other, adapting or not their production.
Regarding these variety of opinions about it, an open discussion a clear communication was needed.
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This makes absolutely no sense. Technically it would be possible (yet not reasonable) to make a mallet head with a scooping edge as
big as the outer diameter while still having an "inner diameter" within the rules.

If there should be a limit for the inner diameter it needs to include the edge as in Fig. 2. for sure because this is what matters in reality.
The inner tube diameter does absolutely nothing if the edge is beveled.

The other and more important question is how big this diameter limit should be.
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Such a mallet would be declared legal by the NAH.

In the end this was a practical decision as much as anything. People were carving out their mallets, to an extent the manufacturers
couldn't if they stuck to the Fig 2 interpretation.

Unless we have callipers at the court, and measure every game, the rule is unenforceable, Mallets with an illegal OD, and illegal ID as
per Fig 1 are going to be much easier to see by just looking (or seeing the ball get stuck)

Using Fig 1 means everyone is on a level playing field (you can't carve out more than the OD), assuming of course everyone knows
about it (which is really the issue from my point of view).
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Mallet diameter rules are absolutely enforceable. Have you ever watched a lacrosse game? The measure approx 3 sticks from each
team before the game and at halftime. They measure the stick of the first goal scorer after the first goal, and a member of the other
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team who got scored on. If the stick measurements aren't within the rule specs, the goal is revoked and the player is given a 2-
minute unreleasble penalty.

All it takes is a ruler.
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It's probably not necessary, but if you want to make it super easy on the refs we could have one of the many
machinists/framebuilders in polo make a couple hundred go/no-go gauges for the ID and OD
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Announce new max OD of 60mm - implement rule in say 1 year which gives polo companies time to sell their stock. Problem
solved?
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Not really, the issue i'm concerned with here is the I.D.
And its fine how it is.
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It was a reply to John saying " People were carving out their mallets, to an extent the manufacturers couldn't if they stuck to
the Fig 2 interpretation. " and it not beeing enforceable because you´d have to measure every mallet head.

Decrease the max ID and people won´t be able to carve out so much material that the ID becomes larger than 57mm.
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People were definitely making very wide ID mallets even back in the gas pipe days. A rotary tool (dremel) with a sanding
bit will take out whatever you need. The only way to truly restrict ID from people that will carve out heads is to make the
OD smaller
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Typo. I did mean to decrease the max OD.
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Correction:
"Decrease the max OD and people won´t be able to carve out so much material that the ID becomes larger than 57mm."
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I see where you're going with this now.
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It think that the way a rule have to be enforced shouldn't be taken in consideration when establishing / modifying a rule.

We can imagine multiple ways to enforce OD and ID, like:
- caliper on the bike check
- caliper on the referee chair
- a simple sheet of paper (or a string) + a small rule on the referee chair: you can mesure OD by enveloping the sheet around the
head (+ maths) simply subtract the wall thickness x2 (taken on the wider part)

and so on...

Login or register to post comments

Simplest thing to enforce the rule:
You take a ball, drop it in a right on the limit legal head, draw a line around it. You make one per tournament. Ref can take it any
time, drop it in a mallet that looks weird, if the line disappear, then that's a non legit head.
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If it were up to me, anyone using a mallet breach 2.5.2.4 in a tournament would have goals revoked (if necessary) and 2-minute no
release penalty.
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Easy goal, easy score, cheater mallet on the floor!
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*yawn*

A solution looking for a problem...

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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For me multiply easy scoop move become a problem.
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It exists, but explain how it's actually a problem beyond an aesthetic opposition.

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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There is several point:

-First about the scooping play himself:
In a game where high sticking, body contact, and mallet hacking become more and more called, thanks to ref education and ruleset
improvement, i think it give to much power to a player who handle such a mallet.

I find it boring to watch as i know that these move are no more the result of hours of works. Before their were rare, and thise make
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them spectacular... right now i just find them boring (wich is completely aesthetic)

About the rule interpretation:
-For me that's not the end of the world if we allow such kind of mallet. I will continue to play until people find it boring enough to write
rule against.
But what i want is that people compete with material that are almost equally able to provide this kind of move, based on some
limitations. If some begin to tweak the spirit of the rule, providing material wich are against the common read of the rule, and that the
only answer from organizing bodies is to fallow them in their reading, without putting on the table the fact that this will change the way
we play, then i think it's unfair.

For me that's two different thing. But both are weird:
First i don't like so much the way this kind of moves change the game (but who cares if everybody like it).
Second I think that this was a major change who deserve more communication, for companies and players involved in the game.
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I think your point about communication on the reading of how ID would be measured is a fair critique. It's not always clear who has
what understanding of what specification. Fixcraft definitely approached the NAH about the bevel, but after that technical discussion, a
general press release on social media would have been good to help make things level between manufacturers who want to offer
similar products.

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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Yep, for me that's a minimal requirement, at least communicate loudly on it.

For me this reading is a change of the ruleset who deserve at least communicate, but should deserve also clear talks with question
like "do we want to get rid of ID at 57mm, (and by ID we mean the one that matter, not the one that have no influence at all)? And
what's this change gonna provide on court? (=more scoop, then should we regulate scooping motion or let them as they are part of
our sport).
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NAH can we get some calipers on the referee stand ?
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It used to take skill to hop! Now people just clip in and it's just too easy to hop! We need a skill based game! Am I crazy?

Combination of choice: Smash + Bang
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Alias, having fun isn't allowed. We can't touch each other during games, have to ride in straight lines, only play on hockey courts, and
can't do anything that has made polo worth playing for a lot of people. No hopping, drinking, contact, or good times allowed.
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I'm going to scoop / check so much if I play against Jason at the Wingman. Doing big things.
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Nick Kruse wrote:

Dumbest thread on LOBP since 2 ̶0̶0̶9̶ 2 weeks ago

Login or register to post comments

You take this lightly and I don't get why.

Login or register to post comments

I'm making fun of how it deviated to high sticking from the original discussion of the mallet rule.

It's an easy fix though. I'm not taking it lightly in the least, and I will be the one working towards a resolution.
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protip: if you want to do the Ø you can hold "alt" and type 157 on the numpad of your keyboard.

Thanks Joe for working on that, you say it's an easy fix and i deeply want to trust you on that.
I think what happened is something the committees, the companies and the whole community can learn about.
To be clear, im making MILK stuff with 2 of my buddies here in Geneva (Pat and Johan), i'm not against Fixcraft or Sean, im talking
with him frequently about gear, concepts and feedback and i found the competition is pretty clean between us.

In my opinion something went wrong in this case but mistakes can happen, so move on and analyze this issue carefully.

A. What we are talking about here

For now, please let's out of the discussion the "over scooping" heads and if they will make our sport better or worst.
Let's talk about how we went here and what are the consequences for the game, the players and the companies.
I know that talking millimeters can sounds over the top for some people but since now we can produce CNC quality product it's
important to me.

B. History

If we summarize, and please all people involved in this feel free to correct me, thing went this way:

1. 2013: Magic produce 65mm OD head, i talked to john about that and he manage to get the rule-set change. It wasn't a big deal
since maximal OD wasn't a big deal either.
2. 2014: (18 months ago), Fixcraft ask the NAH privately about how interpret the maximum ID rule (57mm), they agree that the
smaller Ø of the open side hole can be the one to take in consideration (the smaller Ø in the chamfer).
3. Today: The market have two kind of heads:
3.1: The one with the maximal ID of 57mm as write in the rule set since 3 years (EDIT: it was set around 2012 in fact, here's a good
thread about the NAH draft V2 https://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/rules/2012/04/05/nah-rules-v-20-secti...)
3.2: The one with bigger ID Ø, more than the 57mm allowed.

The information i got (either by measuring or asking companies) are that: MILK, Swallow, DOM have taken the bigger Ø57 ID of their
head in consideration (the only way if you ask me, as pointed out everywhere here)

C. Consequences

The consequence for players:
Assumption: Customers though they were buying the same, legal mallet head, from different companies around the world.
Reality: Legal specs differs from one brand to another and therefore player does not compete with the same gear.
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The consequence for companies:
Some brands over the world have in stock heads that potentially could be "obsolete" tomorrow since they won't be designed to taken
the most of the rules
Fixcraft have a large stock of these heads and a lot of players are using them.
You can see it both ways:
1. Fixcraft heads were and are illegal by the common understanding of the ruleset (a survey could confirm that players and companies
understand the rule by fig.1)
2. All other companies who have follow the rule have now "worst" products regarding the scooping aspect of the game

The consequence for the game:
The market is flooded with these heads and going back looks like an utopia.
This move have defacto enforced a modification to the ruleset.
What can NAH do? Include the new way of interpreting the rule in an future draft?

D. Legit questions

What points are relevant and important to discuss:
1. Can anyone or a company discuss privately with any committee (NAH, EHBPA, ETC) and agreed about the way rules should be
interpreted?
2. If #1 = YES, can it happen without making, if not the debate, at least the agreement, loudly public?
3. If #1=YES, can it results into an update of the rule-set without involving the community and committees ?

In my opinion:

1 = YES
2 = NO
3 (if #2 is not respected by making the information public) = NO

Now, in my humble opinion if the NAH rule-set as to be updated to reflect the reality of some market it as to be really carefully done.
Regarding to the companies who have follows the rules, NAH should not make an update in a way that their current stock of heads
will be not optimized for the rule-set. Delay must apply, we are talking about season 2016 here. The challenge for 2015 is how to
integrate the more than 57mm Ø ID heads that are on the market already.

I'm confident with your involvement and seriousness Joe, thanks again for your work.
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Thanks for writing all this, very important points.
Why did we come up with the ID rules in the first place?
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Euro Cheater Mallets.
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raddison wrote:

Thanks for writing all this, very important points.
Why did we come up with the ID rules in the first place?

Sidecuts. The ID was only secondarily meant to effect the ends of mallet heads. The rule was written in 2013 for huge sidecuts.
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Naw it goes back further than that.
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When Nate was using that big ass McMAster Carr mallet? (Before Roberts burned it)
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raddison wrote:

Thanks for writing all this, very important points.
Why did we come up with the ID rules in the first place?

If i remember well it was mainly against "euro cheater" but a that time both euro and NA "cheater" mallet was pointed out by the 2012
draft (and discussions around it)

https://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/rules/2012/04/05/nah-rules-v-20-secti...
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Isn't the scoopy end achieving the same effect as the sidecut?
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raddison wrote:

Isn't the scoopy end achieving the same effect as the sidecut?

I think the debate about why big open sidecut "euro cheater" was banned back in the days (too easy to handle, to drive and keep
the ball) and the possibles similarities with a "too wide" open scoop side should take place in another thread. I repeat, the subject
back in the day was also the NA big ID cheater mallet (like OD 64 with 2mm wall thickness or something like that).

I think the current thread should mainly remain about the way rules and gear-specifications was, are, and will be interpreted.

It someone start a new thread about the question of an "unlimited" scoop ID i'll give my two cents, but i'm very open* and undecided
about this question to be honest.

* ᕕ( ᐖ )ᕗ
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helmet - Quentin Bailat wrote:

1. 2013: Magic produce 65mm OD head, i talked to john about that and he manage to get the rule-set change. It wasn't a
big deal since maximal OD wasn't a big deal either.
2. 2014: (18 months ago), Fixcraft ask the NAH privately about how interpret the maximum ID rule (57mm), they agree
that the smaller Ø of the open side hole can be the one to take in consideration (the smaller Ø in the chamfer).
3. Today: The market have two kind of heads:
3.1: The one with the maximal ID of 57mm as write in the rule set since 3 years (EDIT: it was set around 2012 in fact,
here's a good thread about the NAH draft V2 https://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/rules/2012/04/05/nah-rules-v-20-
secti...)
3.2: The one with bigger ID Ø, more than the 57mm allowed.

To clarify, since you are trying to give an accurate history of events:

Both Fixcraft and Magic sent messages regarding inner chamfers. and in BOTH cases, the shape of the bevel of discussed and the
instruction was to "keep the outer edge as close to 2.25 as possible but as long as the inner most part of the bevel is well under 2.25
the ball can't fit so it would be reasonable".

We are talking about 0.1" difference here. It's 2mm.

Could MILK have asked? Sure! Does the NAH ruleset *necessarily* have to dictate the equipment industry worldwide. Absolutely not!

That being said, another point of history I want to add is that Nick Kruse and I looked very specifically at MILK head specifications at
the time of writing the rule to ensure your products were legal. We couldn't anticipate where the industry would innovate, yet you
are holding me accountable for what the community has asked for.

I'd argue that both mallet head manufacturers and NAH are bound by the community. More on that below.

helmet - Quentin Bailat wrote:

1. Fixcraft heads were and are illegal by the common understanding of the ruleset (a survey could confirm that players
and companies understand the rule by fig.1)
2. All other companies who have follow the rule have now "worst" products regarding the scooping aspect of the game

1. I feel what Fixcraft is doing is 100% completely reasonable and the result of the most community testing. Fixcraft talks to everyone.
Milk never asked.

2. I can see why you would see things this way but since you have 63mm heads you are in a position to chamfer out an extra 1.5 or
2mm and maintain integrity *if* you feel you need to do so to compete on the market. It's 2mm. Fixcraft has a 60mm head (the
guardian head) that can scoop just as well.

This is a trivial difference in tournament play. People are scooping. Not because of fixcraft heads but because they practice the skill.

helmet - Quentin Bailat wrote:

What can NAH do? Include the new way of interpreting the rule in an future draft?

I have a few options, and will be discussing all of them after I draft the changes.

The ID was only defined for side cuts and not the end of the mallet anyway, we need to remember that.

helmet - Quentin Bailat wrote:

Regarding to the companies who have follows the rules, NAH should not make an update in a way that their current
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stock of heads will be not optimized for the rule-set. Delay must apply, we are talking about season 2016 here. The
challenge for 2015 is how to integrate the more than 57mm Ø ID heads that are on the market already.

You have to understand the position we are in:

1. We write rules for North American tournaments. I understand the ruleset has set the standard, but just as with all other rules: If
Europe wants to deviate that is fine with us!

2. We wrote the rule the way it is to accommodate all mallet manufacturers in order to not effect them economically. This is already a
scary sport to invest in financially, so I absolutely cannot make a change that will effect ANY company in any country.

This means I can either ban fixcrafts widest heads from NAH tournaments in order for MILK to feel better about their products, or we
can adjust the rule to accommodate the way the market has gone and you will feel the way you do.

I've come to a few conclusions:
1. Banning fixcrafts heads will NOT stop people from buying them and playing with them, which means Milk should already be looking
at matching industry standards.
2. What fixcraft is doing is entirely reasonable, and the community wants it.
3. NAH rules do not *necessarily* effect the european scene.
4. I'm willing to work with european players, organizers and companies so I'm giving this hard thought.
5. But most importantly I'm bound by the community, as are the companies.

The players in the end speak the loudest and we've now spent a lot of time talking about a 0.1" (2mm) difference.
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This thread wasn't intended to disqualify the legitimacy of one brand vs. another. Ultimate its up to the individual to know what
equipment they are using.
Simply put I think any mallet that any player uses in a game governed by the NAH ruleset should have to adhere to the rules set forth
by said ruleset.
Just be aware next game I ref i'll have my calipers with me.

p.s. i think people are scooping because its so easy now. Even the fixcraft website says "Seriously, scooping.... requires no skill."
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"This is a trivial difference in tournament play. People are scooping. Not because of fixcraft heads but because they practice the skill."

Glad to see that you acknowledge that scooping is a skill. Carry on, buddy.
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now you see why I wished you luck...
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Jamie from swallow's.
I think the rule will naturally enforce itself due to the materials used for heads. take the example of a 63mm OD head. Heads that have
an ID of more than a 57mm will have significantly less material at the open end. The heads that have made it to market with this
design have worn out significantly quicker, often to the detriment of the company marketing them.
Replacing a head is a significant investment. Even sponsored teams will find this a pain in the ass as it takes a few games to break in
a head and get used to the "feel" of a mallet.
If you apply the rule to a head with the maximum allowable OD of 65mm, the head is heavier and awkward when handling the ball. A
65mm diameter head is also harder to chip the ball with.
A 65mm head can be machined to be as light as a more narrow head, but this usually results in weak side walls or a capped end that
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is prone to becoming concave.
I may be making assumptions based off my own experience, but the companies who have kept making polo gear have learned not to
abide equipment fads. The customers who buy gimmick heads are not loyal customers. Manufacturers are pretty strict at enforcing
minimum order quantities that make small batches of a product financially unfeasible.
Players who do nothing but tricks quickly find themselves overlooked for players who are consistent and have a team focus which
prioritises control and passing.
As long as we stick to the standard sized balls that we are using, the optimal inner and outer diameters will be within a pretty narrow
range.

Login or register to post comments

Funny you mention the ball. Can somebody from the NAH explain why the ball has never been specified in the ruleset. I already
raised this question last year to some EHPA members, but it seems like it didn't arrive.

Everything is defined in the ruleset in a lot of detail, mallet dimensions, court dimensions, goal depths, .... The ball? Nevermind! ;)

Login or register to post comments

start your own thread about balls

Login or register to post comments

And title it "My balls are too [big] [small]"?

Login or register to post comments

themidnightbarber wrote:

As long as we stick to the standard sized balls that we are using, the optimal inner and outer diameters will be within a
pretty narrow range.

x2
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Wrong thread
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Want to know what's killing bike polo? These dumb fuck conversations that are an absolute drain on the people who help shape the
sport (and aren't paid to do so). Practice more and bitch less.

Login or register to post comments

No ones bitching here except for you bro. There is a constructive conversation up there ^^^^.
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Login or register to post comments

If that's the case, bikepolo has been dying since the .ca days...

It's easy enough to ignore the huge threads. Personally, I've found that arguing on the internet has forced me to read the ruleset
approximately a million times. I'm a better player for it. Also my fingers get a kickass work out now

Login or register to post comments

Fixcraft Fanboy

Login or register to post comments

No, not at all.

Mostly I just see people who aren't as good as others, so instead of getting better or accepting it, they would rather nerf the game to
their liking.

Login or register to post comments

Start your own thread about dick OD contest dude.
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SICK BURN BRAH.

This has nothing to do with me caring about one company over another, I use several different brands. Tired of seeing people create
problems where there aren't any.

Carry on though, keep bugging Joe and John with this pettiness.

Or make your own ruleset...

Login or register to post comments

I think it's fair to say that NAH could have made a press release clarifying how the rule would be interpreted.

Moving forward, I think everyone can learn something from this. NAH needed to be more clear, but euro companies could have easily
paid closer attention. I'm sure Sean would have sent you exact specs on all fixcraft designs, but you all just assumed that your
interpretation was correct.

I will also say that it shouldn't be so absurd that the NAH has a vested interest in North American polo companies and open lines of
communication with them. North American polo wouldn't be what it is today without fixcraft, we could hardly say the same for
companies like milk.

I can assure you that this miscommunication has resulted in zero lost revenue for European companies. And moving forward, you
should probably be thinking about if making changes to your products is something you want to do because I wouldn't expect any
change from the current definition or status quo. A large majority of players are happy with current mallet design specs and the claim
that fixcraft heads are currently "illegal" will be not be a point you'll find much agreement on.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
fixcraft.net
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Hi Nick, thanks for taking part of the conversation.

First of all, i think it must be clear to anyone that the interpretation that you, NAH, had about the 57mm ID rule was only the personal
interpretation of 2 or 3 peoples right? Because the rule was here long ago (2012?) and really clear to anyone reading it.
Please for the good understanding don't take for granted that the rule was "unclear", it was only pure assumption from the NAH part at
a given time (when Fixcraft and Magic challenged the rule) and i'm sure a public survey will reveal how the rule was understood.
This is obvious to me that the "maximal ID of any hole" have to be taken on the wider part of the hole, otherwise setting a maximal
diameter became totally obsolete and non-sense. The spirit of the rule is to set a maximal diameter where the ball can goes in.
Looking at current chamfer/bevel in some head reveal why it makes the rule obsolete, again, common sens.

Nick Kruse wrote:

I think it's fair to say that NAH could have made a press release clarifying how the rule would be interpreted.

Don't want to be too "squarish or rigid" here but it is more than "fair" to say that NAH should have made the new interpretation public.
It's a big mistake and acknowledging it is a good start. Joe will argue that it's a lot of talk for 2-3 mm but i think the whole process here
is in stake.

Maybe you don't realize but the whole polo community is following, testing, and is giving feedback about the draft and the rules you
that you NAH made. Since you have taken the time to write it down properly and since WHBPC are happening in different continents
each year it's common sense to work in the same direction, i'm sure everyone here agree and respect both your work and the work
with all the feedback the world community is given.

Nick Kruse wrote:

Moving forward, I think everyone can learn something from this. NAH needed to be more clear, but euro companies
could have easily paid closer attention. I'm sure Sean would have sent you exact specs on all fixcraft designs, but you all
just assumed that your interpretation was correct.

Again, since the rule was, and still is clear i don't see why "euro" companies should have challenge it like fixcraft and magic did. I put
quote on "euro" because, DOM (tawain), Swallow (Australia), BenCycle (USA) and more have all designed their head with the rule-set
in mind.
For what's it looks like, it more like 3-4 peoples assumed that their interpretation was correct, don't reverse the problem please.

Nick Kruse wrote:

I will also say that it shouldn't be so absurd that the NAH has a vested interest in North American polo companies and
open lines of communication with them. North American polo wouldn't be what it is today without fixcraft, we could hardly
say the same for companies like milk.

Open lines are fines to me, especially if the whole community / companies / rules can benefit from it.
I must agree that we are way too small to help as much as Fixcraft does in the NA (and in Europe too now).
I recognize that and thanks Sean for his constant support for the sport. If MILK or other companies had the power of Fixcraft i'm sure
they could help as much as them. I would maybe add that MILK helped in his own way since now almost all of the heads on the
market are inspired by our design (design which was inspired by the MKE heads back in 2011).

Nick Kruse wrote:

I can assure you that this miscommunication has resulted in zero lost revenue for European companies.

How can you assure me that? it's an honest question that would requiert a lot of works to answer properly in my opinion.
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Nick Kruse wrote:

And moving forward, you should probably be thinking about if making changes to your products is something you want to
do because I wouldn't expect any change from the current definition or status quo. A large majority of players are happy
with current mallet design specs and the claim that fixcraft heads are currently "illegal" will be not be a point you'll find
much agreement on.

Of course we will adapt to the market if needed, but you NAH have to know that small 2-3 peoples companies like us cannot make
change or new batch of heads in a finger snap. I wish we could, be we invest money into low margin products, our batch are relatively
small sized but still cost us a lot, some will say that we are stupids to keep making our stuff here in Switzerland but we do it this way
because we love that and we think it's the best way to provide quality and fair made products (and CNC is fun to watch btw haha).

Anyway, lot of words i know, i'm getting a bit tired about that too honestly, yes we will going forward but i still find strange that the a
rule can be changed because of the market, rules should be regulate gear and not adapt to it. It's not how i see things but maybe i'm
wrong.
At least take the time to ask the community about it, read back why maximal ID rule was design for back in 2011-12 and please also
let some time to let small companies getting back on their feet.

Thank you for your time.
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I just want to point out that Magic (or I) was not pushing for the largest diameter of the bevel to be used. My involvement was to make
sure our 65mm heads were still legal (as the 63.5mm OD rule was added in a draft), and that any ruling on ID was clear.
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John H wrote:

I just want to point out that Magic (or I) was not pushing for the largest diameter of the bevel to be used. My involvement
was to make sure our 65mm heads were still legal (as the 63.5mm OD rule was added in a draft), and that any ruling on
ID was clear.

My mistake, but i read it around here, sorry. So i can add Magic to the list of the companies/peoples who read the rule right.
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My opinion on the interpretation of the rule comes down to a fundamental point: A bevel is not a hole. A hole is a hole. But more
importantly, if the OD is 63mm, and the ball is 67mm, the ID is essentially irrelevant.

I just want to say once again, to be clear, that I realize 18 months ago we could have added more clarity to this. We have a saying
that hindsight is 20/20, which means this: Had I been able to see the trajectory the industry was going to take with mallet construction,
I would have clarified publicly.

I'm going to do what I can to make this clear and keep it consistent moving forward, and absolutely anything you need you can and
should email me to discuss.
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" if the OD is 63mm, and the ball is 67mm, the ID is essentially irrelevant."

Can I ask you why?
So with your interpretation somebody during last 18 months could have (and still can) provide 63mm OD and 0.1 mm thickness wall at
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the end head with chanfrein?
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roustem wrote:

I'm going to do what I can to make this clear and keep it consistent moving forward, and absolutely anything you need
you can and should email me to discuss.

Yes i will do that email soon. I have some concern about an 65mm OD head with no ID limit other than the chamfer since balls like
Magic and Cambridge are 65mm and fairly common here in europe, i'dont like the idea of ball being stuck into head.

Speak to you soon
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roustem wrote:

My opinion on the interpretation of the rule comes down to a fundamental point: A bevel is not a hole. A hole is a hole.

I do not mean to offend you but this is blatant hypocrisy. If side "holes" had been transformed to "pockets" by companies having the
means to do so, the community that banned the "euro cheater" would have reacted just as violently to the new equipment. Besides, I
bet you've dug holes in the sand. Did you see the other side of the planet through it? No. Bad semantics here.

The fundamental point is that the rule is about regulating the capacities of the equipment to hold and maneuver the ball. PERIOD. If I
make a head with no holes but nanorobots that grips, releases and spin the ball at will, I guarantee you that a rule will pop up.

The nice thing is that these types of issue help us understand better what we are doing, where we want to go, and write up rules
better. So I propose we regulate the amount of immersion that a ball can have in a mallet head. As far as the industry in concerned, it
is easy to check and to give a bracket of ball diameter for which the head is legal.

Dany

PS- there is obvious privilege abuse in the conversation. I dislike the fact that some foreign equipment was dubbed "euro cheater",
shaming that community while this later playing innocent at "cheating" by re-interpreting a rule to arrange some people. What if most
of the planet dubbed Fiscraft heads "American bullshit" (or USBS). I hate this continental schism.
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when you type "hole" into google:

hole
həʊl/

noun:
1.
a hollow place in a solid body or surface.
"the dog had dug a hole in the ground"
synonyms: pit, ditch, trench, cavity, crater, depression, hollow...
2.
a place or position that needs to be filled because someone or something is no longer there.
"she is missed terribly and her death has left a hole in all our lives"
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Perhaps this is a language thing but I wasn't intending to use dictionary definitions of the words but rather looking at the nuance of
the words in relation to what is happening.

If are putting a ball into a mallet head, and the OD is 63, it shouldn't matter what the ID is. But a bevel will provide more surface area
on the ball than a straight edge, which is why they ARE different things.

A hole is a hole, a bevel is a bevel with a hole where the bevel stops.
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roustem wrote:

Perhaps this is a language thing but I wasn't intending to use dictionary definitions of the words but rather looking at
the nuance of the words in relation to what is happening.

If are putting a ball into a mallet head, and the OD is 63, it shouldn't matter what the ID is. But a bevel will provide
more surface area on the ball than a straight edge, which is why they ARE different things.

A hole is a hole, a bevel is a bevel with a hole where the bevel stops.

I agree about the fact that if we regulate the OD only, then ID won't matter and it will remove this distinction hole/pocket/bevel
discussion. And yes, it is a matter of words and their nuances in relation to what is happening.
Case in point: If side holes were pockets (i.e. there is no actual hole but a concave surface mimicking the shape of the ball,
some sort of bevel that continues to the center), then with the interpretation of the rule discussed here they are fine and we can
bring back the "euro cheater" as well.
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SeveM wrote:

So I propose we regulate the amount of immersion that a ball can have in a mallet head. As far as the industry in
concerned, it is easy to check and to give a bracket of ball diameter for which the head is legal.

It's going to be 63.5mm OD max and no ID. There will be language about sidecuts.

SeveM wrote:

I dislike the fact that some foreign equipment was dubbed "euro cheater", shaming that community while this later
playing innocent at "cheating" by re-interpreting a rule to arrange some people.

If you look closely, I call them side cuts, but the europeans called them ECM :)
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SeveM wrote:

So I propose we regulate the amount of immersion that a ball can have in a mallet head. As far as the industry in
concerned, it is easy to check and to give a bracket of ball diameter for which the head is legal.

I think that it is a really good way to put it, instead of trying to measuring every part that compose the open end of the head (ID,
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chamfer angle, distance of the bevel, etc). Just regulate how far the ball can goes in.

Obviously we need to agree to a most small denominator in term of ball size, for now the smaller i've in mind is the 65mm Magic and
Cambridge one.

And by updating the rule-set i very insist that the current NAH understand why this rule was written in the first place. I'm not saying
you're not, but i'm saying it as to be taken into consideration.
I'm sure every body here doesn't want to re-rewrite the rule 2 years in the future because ball gets stuck into heads.
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The people with the ability to change rules are the same ones that sell mallets that are extra scoopy to noobs that can't play quality
polo without stupid looking tricks. HAYES IS CHENEY.

DOWN WITH GAPING WHORE SCOOP MALLETS BRING BACK MALLET TORCHING

/ / / B A D V I B E S / / /
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Was waiting for the socialist ak Vermonter to pop in with the conspiracy theory.
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Down with repugnant sexist references likening oversized mallet openings to female genitalia. You are not funny. Everyone who liked
your comment should be ashamed.
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if this is sincere...FUCK YES!
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If you only knew how PC the guy you're calling out is...

Everyone who liked your comment should be ashamed, kook.
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Quick scheme about different hole diameter on a polo 67 mm ball:

Again i think the best way to enforce a rule who say the maximal scooping shape is to draw a line on a ball at the ruled limit. Then you
juste have to drop it right into the hole and see if the line disappear or not. 10 times quicker than any serious bike check.
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That's actually a really solid idea about drawing a line on the ball.

An easy solution. Kudos.
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So to be clear: 2.25" is 57.25mm, 2.35" is 59.5mm.

The difference you're talking about is less than on the bottom right, but even less than that due to the angle of a bevel.
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there is no rule about angle of bevels, so let's imagine a progressive and innovative way to shape bevel that make the ball fit right into
to dimension of the ball. As that's rule writing it should take consideration of the maximal use of the rule. (taking consideration of two
size of balls (67 and 65.5)
I made a sketch below illustrating this with a bevel with really high angles:
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I think there is one main question to be answered first:

Should the ruleset regulate the scoopability of the mallet heads?

If there is no yes to this question every other discussion is useless and there is no need for a change. I feel like there hasn't been a
clear yes or no on that yet.
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Can we get a TL;DR of this? I checked out when I saw the diagrams.
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TL;DR. The Inner diameter rule should obviously be as shown in Fig 2 of Clements question. its common sense. NAH rulemakers told
Fixcraft otherwise and they are still disagreeing. The rule should be reworded so that it is clear that the inner diameter at the tip is
what matters. Alternatively we could keep the status quo with an obsolete Inner Diameter rule.
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Perfect. Thank you. Polo is silly serious sometimes.
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Post that can be take as the core of the topic:

#60: Quentin critics and questions about the reading of the rule http://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/gear/2015/06/17/my-hole-is-too-
big#com...

#70: Roustem answer to Quentin:
http://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/gear/2015/06/17/my-hole-is-too-big#com...

#86: Kruse to Quentin
http://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/gear/2015/06/17/my-hole-is-too-big#com...

#89: Quentin to Kruse
http://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/gear/2015/06/17/my-hole-is-too-big#com...

(Photos of 2011 Nate's burned by Roberts mallet head: https://leagueofbikepolo.com/forum/gear/2015/06/17/my-hole-is-too-big#co... )
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